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What’s New ?
The new features that have been added with the update.
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Offline Monitoring
A new passive engine module is bundled with WAF for offline monitoring.
It minimizes false positives and promotes focused updates for existing
rules based on patterns from passive monitoring.

Rule Override Option
It is now possible to disable certain rules within a rule category. It
enhances level of customization and offers better exception handling
over WAF configurations to work with different websites.
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Country-based Blocking
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Centralized Patch Management
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Internet Protocol Version 6 Support
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Improved Filter

This new feature for users and administrator allows blocking traffic from
certain suspicious countries of choice.

CPM allows us to release security updates and patches to WAF, which
are picked automatically from a centralized server, saving time while
keeping WAF updated.

Support for request originating from IPV6 address and displaying it
in portal and passing it to the backend webserver via standard HTTP
headers.

A new filter (today) is added in the user dashboard and reporting. It
allows customers to get specific violation data for today (starting from
now to the beginning of the day).
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What’s Better ?
The enhancements to improve support, security, and usability.
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Bandwidth Control

2

Rule Identification

3

Reporting optimization

4

Redirection Validation

5

Database Optimization

Support team will collect data and bandwidth usage per website. This
can be used to ensure system upgrade if there is significant surge in
traffic. It is used to co-relate this data with DDOS attacks.

Every WAF rule will be associated with corresponding Common Weakness
Enumeration, so you can easily track its use and performance.

Improved optimization of the reporting database for better performance
to deal with larger data sets quickly.

Malware scanning check improvement also checks for proper site
redirection when landing on the site from Google search engines.

Database optimization helps handling large number of scans
simultaneously to improve performance.

Other Fixes
1

2

Security Patches
TAS 1.0 includes multiple security patches that make it strong internally
and prevent attempts to bring our services down. It helps us maintain
uptime and provide you continuous services.

PCI Scan Update
The scanner engine is updated with new threat vectors for more
comprehensive detection.
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